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The Person in Crisis

William Griglak - Di'ector, Pueblo Suicide Prevention Center

Perhaps I should have titled fey presentation !'Between the Mouttaims"'because
this phrase tends to describe the person in crisis or the person who is suicidally
inclined. If we can use some sort of imagery, the crisis person is somewhere be-
tween the mountains and t think each of us in varying degrees met crisis situations.
For I think Lie dynamics of ourselves, paradoxically, is that sometimes we have
a tendenc; to be self-destructive, to at out, But what is the difference between
the "normally neuL.otio" person and the person in deep crisis?

It seems to me that there five key areas + yhich describe the person in crisis.
The f.rst of these key are.,;s is that there are no "4ignifieant others," a phrase used
frcqu.intly in suicide prevention and crisis intervention. The person who is in deep
crisis thinks to himself that there is nobody around woo cares. In realiti, there
may be, but somehow he has pushed them out or they've pushed themselves out. They
have given up on him.

The conwanity, for example, is a significant other; the whole community at
large gives up on a person. They tolerated him for a long time, but now they give up
on him. Then, narrowing it dom, business acquaintances, peopl: at work, rulativer,
husband or wife, children, aunts, uncles & so forth. These are the significant others-
people who are significant in a person's life, and as a patter?,, the person in crisis
will have either wiped out these people or they will have wiped hie, cut or a Lmbina-
tion of both. But in some way, shape, or form this person in crisis says, "Nobody
cares," and he means nobody.

And gradually tho purpose of a Hllp Anonymous or crisis intervention center is
to try to find some significant others, In fact, the Help Anonymous volunteer becomes
a significant other :f he handles the call well. He becomes at least someone to whom
this person can relate; the person in crisis cannot say at the end of the call, "No-
body cares,"

So this factor of significant others is a key difference between crisis and non-
crisis persons. The non-crisis person is basically able to work within a societal
stru:ture and to relate to significant others.

The second key area that merges as a pattern for the crisis person is that
there has been a "thing - world" collapse. Things have not gone right; things have
colia,?sed in front of his eyes. And by this I mean even a people relationship that
was looked upon as a sort of object relationship. The boyfriend who lost his girl-
friend and maybe the girliend was looked upon as an object. Now she's gene
this person says, "What's the use?" This collapse of the object world around the
person in crisis pushed him further down between the mountains.

A third key area that seems to eTerge in the pattern of crisis people is that
they have found no alternatives. Iho) cannot find the healthy alternatives which
a normal person is able to discover.

Fourthly, the person in crisis is vary rigid and "ery inflexible. He's almost
became hypnotized, almost concrete, standing still and not knowing which way to move.
iaid I think this constricting point of being between the mountains does tend to
rake someone very rigid. One of the first things that is so very important
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for the volunteer is to uncork this rigidity. One of our clients has a favorite
example to describe his periods of deepest crisis; he expresses feeling 'like a pea
going around in a tin cnn.' That's about the only kind of movement he can picture.

Lastly, I think the escape syndrome ib symptomatic of the crisis person. The
suicidal person doesn't really want to die, as L.r as we can determine iz working
with this type of person. But he does want to escape from a very unpleasant situation
which has gotten to the point where any of the things he tried didn't work out. The

only thing left is to run. But where is he gothg to run? That's really the stone
wall. So the person can move from crisis into suicidal crisis. There is a dis-
tinction, because many of the calls we get are non-suicidal. Ve are probably meeting
these people before they hit rock-bottom.

But the person who is suicidal has come way down and can't find a wag out. The

only way out is perhaps death. But he's really saying .1 want to get out of this
bad situation; the is no ocher way: 1'w tried everything else.

In fact, he probably hasn't, and the i'mrpose of I Help Anonymous or a suicide
prevention center io to say maybe there i3 another alternatiNe except -pow' or taking
pills or whatever. A person who is just floundering down between these mountains
nee,la to siphon off, to vent, to become sort of Swi:s-s.heesed,' to get some air
holes in him. Because he's choking psychologically, he's stifled, not knowiag what
to ,71o. Help Anonymous and suieidc prevention centers and crisis centers are all
trying to see they can .1-2 n last ditch agency wacre people can siphon off. They
offer availablility al;c1 accetsibility vziich is so important for people in crisis
because these people need now, now service. They don't need it eight months from
now, And if it's let go and many people have bubbled up for years and years and
then the explosion cores like a volcano, wc would really have prcblems. Feople going
hetet: .,and so forth. What has happened? Laver and layer and layer of crisis that
they conidn't handle.

the centers we ore talking about are providing availability end accesscuility
which arc important in a very high-speed, fast-moving electronic age. I:. is important
to note that people in crisis., whether minor er major crisis, are crying for help.
They are trying to get attention. Our society has a very hard time accepting the
fact that oftentimes attention-getting is the only symbolic or 'back-door' way of
saying something when it is too painful to say it directly. The person is saying
'If 7 do this people will pay attention. Hey look at me; I reed your help.'

I think the Help Anonymous group, the suicide prevention center, the crisis
intervention center arc all trying to say, 'Wc would like to pay attention.'

Many people who have attempted suicide or who are in deep crisis are giving
signs or clues of the fact that they need help. Ancl if wn pass these by, I think
this is when the person slips maybe one mete notch (loin between the mountains. And
this happens even among professional people. I was callng a doctor to see what
kind of a patient one of our clients was and the doctor was saying, -I told Mary
ovar and over again to lift herself up by her bootet,:aps; just get some will power
and you can do it.'

This answer is too simplistic. This person had taken pills and done it about
four times and nobody seemed to be paying attention. Oftentimes the value of non-
professional centers is that the volunteer hardly ever gets case-oriented. The

professional person has the tendency to become very case-oriented, maybe because if
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he couldn't stay a little bit aloof from all of the sickness he sees, he could
end up collapsing. But the nonprofessional jumps io on all four feet and secs a
real person; he picks up the phora and tries to relate to the person very warmly,
very empathetically, very compassionately. And in the course of the conversation
there can be established some form of trust, some form of feeling.

The task of the center is then to clear up some of the debris brought on botwe,
crisis situations, to reinforce -'10 ego defenses of the person in crisis - -to provide
emergency scaffolding. The person is down, the ego is shot to blazes and we are
trying to build this u', to renew a feeling of hope, to provide emerleauscaffuld-
Ina. Scaffolding in terms of shoring up the person and emergency in terms of right
here and now; what may happen in terms of the ensuing weeks and months is still up
for grabs. Each of us would be lost if there were not people in our lives who tell
us in effect that we are worthwhile. the person in crisis feels that he is not, so
we are providing the scaffolding to help him sce that at least soebcdy thinks he's
worthwhile. ("Are you getting paid for this?" "No." "Why not?" ' "ou just care?"
This baffles the person in crisis many times--the fact that someone ,tares.)

What are some of the signs of crisis? How can we tell how Seri pus or lethal
the situation is for the person in crisis? There are external signs that can serve
as clues, and the more intense these external signs, the more we must be concerned
about that person. For example, moodiness-brooding, especially in a person who has
been known to be light-hearted, the center of the party. Al]. of a sudden this person
becomes moody, very moody. This is a sign of crisis--something has developed that
he can't cope with, and he is beginning to turn more in )11 himself.

Secondly, pressure signals. The uptight constant feeling of pressure. The

student who can't unwind is in some form of crisis and somebody :Mould listen to him.
Somebody should help him try to uncap some of these things that are sending him
down between the mountains.

A change in behavior can be an external sign of crisis. The person who is
very precise in speech becoming very coarse. A change in life style. A persou whose
time is engaged in sports suddenly ceasing. This person is giving a sign that some-
thing has happened. Another external sign is isolation; the person withdraws. He

can't talk to anybody any more; he can't carry on a conversation any more. And I'm
speaking about a person who could. He just keeps withdrawing socially from persons;
and, in fact, he may be setting in a group an yet be socially isolated.

Also, the persou who talks about going away and means it. We've all said
"Boy, I wish I could get away." That doesn't mean that we're in crisis. But the

person who is serious about it--"I wish I could leave and not Lome beck. I wish I

could just go a:p in a big plane and :ly _sway:" Well, this persOn is eaying.that
he's very much in trct:ble.

And finally, I think that world of fantasy begins to fit in. The "if only"
world becomes real for the crisis person--"If only this, if only that," and he
begins to project blame onto others. Not just the ordinary sort of gripes or
complaints you hear in student centers, because for the person in crisis this is
very, very intense. He has to engage in a world of fantasy. It's his form of
escape.

We could add other signs of recognition of deep crisis, but this would be
getting into the emotional illness trpc of problem in which the person engages in
very bizarre behavior. We have a client, for example, who will call and play all
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sorts of bizarre games with our volunteers. lie will take tLe pistol and click it
on the telephone; he'll play like he's dying and needs oxygen very badly. lie's got

a big file full of material on the police department and the state hospital. If he

ever lets this material out both places vill just go up in smoke. He doesn't want
to do it but voices are telling him he must. What we see here are signs of a psychosis
of some sort much deeper than the ordinary fantasy of a person in crisis.

I think the important question a volunteer must ask is "What does the world
look like from the eyes of this person in crisis?" And that is a hard question
because if you and I have never be' in deep crisis I don't think we can really know
exactly how it feels. But crisis centers or Help Anonymous centers are trying to
help the person in crisis by weaving new flags, if I might use this famous sentence
from I Never Promised You a Rose Garden. In this book Hanna Green says to Miss Biehl
who is the patient, "Our task is to weave new flags, not just capture old ones."

And Help Anonymous is perhaps trying to weave new flags. Maybe they're little
ones and maybe there are just a few new threads in them. But we are not just trying
to go down the same old roads. We are trying to offer significant volunteer service
to aid the person in distress. And all the .strategics in the world will not be
helpful if we cannot giv2 the person an initial hit of scaffolding to hang onto.
That's what the centers are trying to say. They are not trying to cure the world.
They are not trying to solve every problem, but they are saying "Hare we are and
if we can offer some initial kind of scaffolding, we've done quite a bit for the
person who is just so uptight between the mountains."

And yet, as Hanna Green reminds Miss Biehl in the novel mentioned, "Hiss Biehl,
1 never promised you a rose garden," we're not promisins anybody a rose garden either.
But if we can recognize signs of crisis, we don't have to let people drift down
between the mountains. I find as I talk with these p-tople that the picture is pretty
gloomy down there, and au. vision very minimal and everything looks pretty bleak.
I think crisis centerr are trying to offer these people ar opportunity to reestablish
a balance in their lives. It is our hope that many colleges can provide this type
of help for their students in risis.



Hou FELP ANONYMOUS Helps

Sallie Watkins - Professor of Physics and HELP Ai:ONYMOUS Volunteer

Help Anonymous is a service which was set up last fall to provide telephone
discussions of cim:rent problems, personal ,roblems of college students. There is no
hard and Fast age line aid so we have received calls from some people who are younger
as well as older than college age. The service is operated between. the hours of
seven p.m. and midnight each evenirg of the week.

In an effort to understand the philosophy of Help Anunymous 3s it has developed
in our minds, I in gning to ask you to go back through the genesis of this idea
with me, back to last fall. At that time Dear 'sucker passed out copies of an article
describing a telephone answering service for teenagers in Los Angeles. Many of you
have seen this article. And Mrs. fucker asked for volunteers to set up some similar
effort here on our campus. It seemed like a very worthwhile project and so several
of us volunteered.

We vere trained by the Suicide Prevention Center in Pueblo. At air first
meeting we learned that training wauld take something like 25 hours. This was a
rather staggering output of time, especially mai the beginning of fall quarter.
tut for most of is it still seemed like a -Worthwhile effort. For me, as a physics
teacher, it seemed like "a good differential use of self."

So we became', involved in this, a number of faculty members and stiaents. And

we were trained together, the faculty and students. We had integration happening.

I mentioned that we were trained by the Suicide Prevention Center staff, but
it never cccured to me to question the relationship between this Help Anonymous
service that we were proposing and the already existing suicide pre4ention center
until Lyle and I went to a convention in Washington, D.C. The conve!Atan was
arranged for th1 purpose of studying the problem of student suicide, especially
among college student-, It was organized by the National Studert Association and
funded by the National Institute of /..ental Health. It proved to be a most inter-
esting experience for Lyle and me. Perhaps I can best convey to you the personal
value of the conference by using the following analogy. Martin Bber the philosopher
points out, "I know myself only by interaction with other people; it is only by
seeing myself reflected by another that I cm., to know who I am."

In such the same way, Lyle and I came to know and understan6 Help Anonymous
thrugh our interaction with people it the Suicide Prevention Conference. They
asked us many questions. They wondered what happened if a student faced a crisis
at a time other than between seven p.m. and midnight. We explained that if the
crisis were of suicide level, the student would car the Pueblo Suicide Prevention
Center. And so we began to realize that Help Anonymous, in general, handles situations
of mild or intermediate stress level and that the service is a right arm for the
Pueblo Suicide Prevention Center. It is designed to speak to the problems of one
specific sector of the community, those of college age. In this connection, it is
important to note that more than 50 per cent of the population of Cclorado is 25
years or younger.

The people at the Suicide Prevention Conference also asked us whether the
anonymous character of our service was a hindrance to personal communication. In

my our tour of duty, I found this not to be so. It seems that somehow tae exterior
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things like face and name don't really matter. The communication is very real even
without them. We were a:ked whether the telephone isn't usually thought of as the
medium for deli'tering impersonal or inconsequential messages. We answered that it
has on occasion been used to deliver 3 message as personal as "1 love you." We
added that there may come a time when the telephone must by used to deliver a message
as monumental as "Dear Russia: We are about to press the fail-safe button."

The Student Suicide Prevention Conference did more for me than it did for Lyle,
because it brought into stark focus the fact that the generation gap is no clever
phrase. it exists. The students in Washington were poles apart from the faculty
members in their thinking. There was a most dramatic demonstration of the generation
gap at one meeting. At the beginning of the ovaluat;on session, a student wearing
dirty ',Levis took the microphone and said, "For me this conference his been a total
failure. You experts have giver, us statistics and have cold us how to set up a
progra'l to handle problems but not one of you has felt with me what my problems are."

Then Dr. Peck (who Is director of the Suicide Prevention Center in Los Angeles)
took the microphone and replied, "We didn't come here to discuss your problems. We

came here to try to set up channels by which we could handle a large number of prob-
lems."

Jr. Peck was attired in a business suit; he was very well-groomed. Then another
student !Al dirty levis, this time a woman, took the microphone and said, "I agree
with the first student. I didn't come here to hear statistics."

And then another faculty member wearing a business suit took the microphone to
agree with Dr. Peck. And so on.

It seemed that tuo conversations were going on--one among the students and one
among the faulty representatives. '..here was no dialogue between the two groups. This

was an awesome experience for me. As I thought about this after I came home, it
seemed that the attitude of the student participants illustratej Marshall McLuhan's
theory about our present age in history. McLuha.z divides human history into three
eriods based on modes of communication. During the tribal period, ideas were

passed from one person to another by speech. The symbol of that age might be the
human ear. Next came the age of the printed word with the book as its symbol. Today
McLuhan states that we are in the electronic age. Communication is by television,
radio, the movies. There is much more feeling-level or "gut level" communication
rather than idea -level communication. Even clothes today are designed not so much to
be seen as to he touched. The old standard nylon hose were designed in ages past to
see through; today the "in" thing is mesh hose.

Sociologist Joseph Walsh theorizes that campus unrest exists today because
students want more than an idea-type comgmnication with their teachers. They want
a personal interest. And they want it from us old folks. Along the same lines,
Geoffrey Bourne points out that the preoccupation of people today, especially young
2eople, is with two questions: (1) Who am I and what is my relationship to other
people? (2) How can 1 form corgmnity with them?

And these are the worries of college students today. Help Anonymous seems
marvelously suited to help students generate their own answers to such questions.
What is discussed during a call is not what makes this service unique. It's the

fact that this discussion happens.
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As an aside, let me comment that serving as a volunteer is a very broadening
experience for faculty members. One certainly learns a few new words to add to
one's vocabulary. But the most important lesson is to take nothing for granted, to
answer the phone with as open a mind as possible, and to think the problem through
with the caller on his or her own terms.

As an example, there was the junior high boy who called, frightened to death
because he had stolen a dollar from his mother's American Cancer Society collection
of envelopes. I had the greatest temptation to moralize with that little boy, to
point out that crime ooesn't pay. It was only with considerable difficulty that I
managed not to do this and to think that suatinn through with him on his own level.

Another example was the call from a Fort Carson soldier who was taking a reading
course at SCSC. lie was doing poorly and felt that this course was b.-,sic to success

in college. He had planned to attend celleg after completing his Cuty in the ser-
vice, but now he was concerned about his chances of doing well. He wondered whether
some deep-seated fear of college wos raising a mental block in the reading course
and whether he should sce a psychiatrist. As we thought through the problem to-

gether, he concluded that he ought to talk to his reading instructor before consider-
ing psychotherapy. Perhaps she might have some insight concerning his poor perform-
ance in the course. You have no idea how reIfe,ed I felt at the end of that
conversation.

H2lp Anon ._is, as I see it, is an auxiliary service that runs interference for
the Pueblo Suicide Prevention Center, directing itself essentially to the problems
of college students. As such, its peculiar character is their special character.
It spea;'s to them at a time when perhaps there is the greatest insecurity in their
lives, or at least just before they find certain permanences such as an avocation,
a family of their very own, a set of values. It listens to them and shapes itself
in the light of what it hears.



Reactions from HELP ANONYMOUS Volunteers

Boyd Baldauf - As: oci c Pr,fes: or of Educati-n
Rita Brady - Instiuct( r , C Znglish
Perri El I iott - St'ident, '!ental Health Major

Baidauf:

One of my most interesting calls came from a high school student. rhis call
started out with a simple request for information about whether he u, id take hi car
out of state or not. I was tempted to give a quick answer, Unt ve7emberiog some of
the points made by Father Griglak, I tried to keep the conversation go',K; a little
bit wore.

It developed that this youngster had a physical handicap; or.:2 of his arms was
crippled, but he couldn't qyalify for state rehab, Since I have ;me contact
with that agency, I thought it would be very easy to get things all -,e1 up and we

could move right in an the problem. And there was also a problor beho-1 that
could be handled very yell.

But after two or three calls something happened that changed our relationship.
To explain, I should traction that as a volunteer I go by the name of ",Toe." As long
as this caller was tclkin3 to "Joe," we were able to build a good rapport. This lad
was really able to talk and to get things out of his system. Then one evening he
happened to call Hel? Anonymous and asked for "Joe's" home number because of an
emergency. Even thougk I had been notified by the volunteer about this call, out
of habit I answered the phone identifying myself as "Dr. Baldauf.'

And here was tF caller asking for "Joe." I tried to salvage something in the
conversation, but it was the last call I had from the youngster. And even in that
call I could feel the change. It scared him or something. I felt I was really shut
off quite soon. Befo2, thaa we were talking as Joe and Peter, there was no gener-
ation gap; we were talking :bout the things concerned. Maybe the generation gap
really isn't between age groaps. Maybe it's etween "title" and "non-title" persets.
This caller preceived oy title and not me as a person after I became Dr. Baldauf
instead of "Joe." This is a very important point.

Brady:

First of all, I would like to agree with what Sallie said regarding the nature
of the relationship 1)etween the caller and the volunteer, particularly her emphasis
on the independent thir.king of the person on the other end of the line. During our
training tessions, I hai th2 same tcl5ptation to try to solve the problem of the caller
as quickly as rossi:11,2, espe:qally if this person seemed to be in a panic situation.
But through the hours of trainir.g I learn2d that I was there to listen to the caller
and to absorb as nyc5. vs 1 tculd, to hear what the person was saying despite what
his cords might indicate. And to pick up signals such as nervousness in the voice,
hesitation with words. 1y main fonction was to assist that person in making his
on judgment or irworirg cut his own solution.

Another less-)n that 1,v.s a little hard for me to learn was not to try to solve
the problem in five minutes. If the call Fad to continue for two hours then let it
do so. I think mos!. of the coils I have received have panicked me, no ratter what
the nature of the toll is. As soon as I hear that phone ring it's like an electric
shock. pick up the phone and try very casually to say "Help Anonymous," but
it's difficult for
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I've had sone exceptionally interesting calls, but until January I wasn't sure
how much the service was accomplishing. Judging from my on personal experience,
I just wasn't getting much business, so my evaluation of the helpfulness of Help
Anonymous was rather negetive. But in January I received a rather dramatic call.
The fellow on the other end of the line had taken 12 - 15 micrograms of LSD about
3:30 that afternoon. And he was trying to tell me that he still saw the walls
breathing. Well, that was new vccabulary foi me and I wasn't sure what he really
meant, but we proceeded to talk a little bit. I learned that the caller was a
college dropout and that he and three other fellows were taking drugs rather
steadily. We talked about thirty minutes and I realized he needed to see someone
fast. I asked, "Is there anything I can do for you right now?"

he said, "Could we meet someplace?"

Well, I really panicked at chis point, because you don't know what could happen
in such a situation. So I asked him where he was. He was at the student center.
Then I made about three phone calls before leaving the Help Anonymous office. I had
people sort of posted along the line. I net the sailer at the student center, took
him to my home, called Father Griglak who came over and worked with the student until
about 2 A.M.

Watching Father Griglak with this caller made ale realLe that I could never be
a professional in this particular role. But I discovered that the Help Anonymous
volunteer can be an ieortant liaison person.

Twa other calls I received were rather imporeant. They were cells in which I
referred students to the college health service. I% both cases they were young men
calling. They Nuere worried about the fact that teleir girlfriends were pregnant.
One caller wasn't certain but the other very definitely was certain. He was about
to give her some modication :with would have paralyzed the girl for life or perhaps
even killed her. I ound this out by checking with 'the college nurt:e that following
week.

So I think the Help Anonymous service has been a rather signifiant thing in the
life of soma collee students. i know it's been a tremendous learning experience
for me.

Elliott:
Some of the things Sallie said about the generation gap made me think about my

own experieneca and reactions to how students feel. It reminds me of the story of
David and Golleth. As a little boy you start finding out how important education is;
then you start finding out .Wlat all the big t t.cs mean; and you kind of feel that
you nre a little bit inadequate, But you try to put on a good show. Well, David
had a lot of help; hu felt that God was on his side. He had (rite a big ego there- -
the whole creator of the universe wa- on his side and there vaF Goliath with only
his aree,r and shielal. So it wasn't to hard for David.

But for the staelcnt, all there different titles make him feel pretty small.
I think it's very ieportnnt to be able to communicate on our level and to minimize
any threatenine elements in the helping process.

My big'eert problem as a volunteer has been a tendency eo give suggestions to
callers, to tell C:em hoer to solve their problems. It seers that o,er the phone you
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feel you've got to dosomething and this is a big temptation. Oneevening a girl

called and said, "My mother never lets mN go out. I have to sneak out. I thing
is because my older sister got married too early and my mother wants me to stay
home."

Well, I gave this girl some suggestions about what to say to her mother. In a

few minutes, the girl called back and reported, "It didn't work."

So my reaction was that she just didn't do it right and I told her again what
to do. A little later the girl called back and asked me to talk to her mother!

It's .Jery easy to get into this habit of making suggestions. But I've learned
to let the callers think about what they want to do, about what their alternatives
are and to talk about their ideas and help them bring new ideas to light.

I have used a tape recorder to help evaluate and imprcve my work as a volunteer.
This afternoon I will bring in some tapes of various calls so that you can hear some
of the things we've talked about taking place in the.e conversations.



The Use and Abuse of Back-Up Resources

William A. Griglak - Director, Pueblo Suicide Prevention Center
Donald Megenity - Chairman, Department of Psychology, SCSC

Griglak:
Dr. Franhlin Osberg, our director of admissions at Colorado State Hospital, is

the person who did much of the work in preparing for the suicide prevention center.
He felt that a center should not be established unless there were professional people
in the community willing to backup this type of center. He spent almost a year
(before the center got started) button-holing people in the fields of medicine,
government, legal services, and the ministerial service trying to get them to see
the need and to understand that wa would need such professional back-up resources
available to our volunteers.

I think to start a center on a shoestring in terms o: resources could be a little
bit tragic, because there are some back-up people who are necessary so that the vol-
unteers have a sense ol confidence and know that should there be something that is
beyond them, they can refer this client or this student to such a professional person.
We do try to encourage a sense of creative thinking and flexibility on the part of
the volunteers. As far as resources are concerned, we still leave the volunteer
a sense of elbow room. If we put too much emphards on a rigid use of resources, t4
take away a lot from the volunteers. A.:11 we ins up raking them a littie like
robots--a call comes in; here's the problem; plug them in. Then they have ro sense
of flexibility, of being able to work with the person on the other end of the line.

The use of resources is a necessary crutch for the non-professional volunteer.
It only becomes a poor crutch when the volunteer bails out or abuses the resource.
This is what happoned to me when many of the volunteers were picking kip the phone
and when the person started talking, immediately they asked him, "What's your
religion?"

If the caller said "Catholic," then right away Father Griglak was the resource.
They were bailing out too quickly; they were abusing a resource; and we had to talk
about this and work this out.

There are a number of points to consider in teams of the use of resources. The

first point is that if the volunteer knows his or her limitations, we are already on
the way to a correct use o,7 resources. The idea, for example, of not playing God
will enable the volunteer to know when the case in question is beyond him. Also,
a point to remember is that sometimes a telephone is a hindrance and adds a limitation
not present in a face to face situation. These are limitations the volunteer must
recognize.

Secondly, when a volunteer knows the scope of the resources in question, another
in-road is made toward a reasonable use of the resources. The volunteer has to have
some descriptive phra.e or paragraph that will describe the service in question.
This will prevent misuse of resources out of ignorance, such as referring an unwed
mother to an agency that doens't handle this sort of thing.

Thirdly, the volunteer must know the limitations of the resource in question.
As an illustration, one of the medical resources may not want to be called in the
evening hours. S3 this has to be noted; otherwise we are going to abuse that resGurce.
Perhaps ruother resource may designate certain days when referre.s are to be made.
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A doctor may say, Not on weekends." Cr a professor at the college may ',lot be
available on Wednesday6. Those kinds of limitations ae important to note so that
resources are used correctly.

Also, judging the degree of stress correoLly is very important. If the volunteer
picks up a high degree of stress, there is more of a need for a now referral. If the
signs of crisis and degree of stress are not assessed correctly, there will be a
tendency to abuse the resource. If we dev'lop wood listening habits, if we learn
to recognize the clues the person is giving out telephotw, then we will
find that the referrals made will be much more . ;ropriate.

Lastly, if the resource file is accurate the volunteer can have a degree of
confidence and this will result in more precise referrals without hesitation,
anxiety, or frustration. It is important that the volunteer have a sense of confi-
dence, a feeling that if he comes to a problem in the midst of a call, he can thumb
through the resource file and find out as clearly and accurately as possible what
resources are available.

It is rather obvious that the abuse of resources would flow from the points
I've mentioned. if the volunteer tends to play Cod and does not realize the limita-
tions of a non-professional, there will be inappropriate referrals. There will be
a tendency to panic or to bail out. There will be a tendency to make JI4goloots that
will be colored by a deficient understanding of the resources that are available.
If the volunteer has not recognized the scope and limitations of the resource in
question, there ill be referrals to the wrong resources or to the right resources
but at the wrong times. Aid if the resource file is out of date. there will be
abuse of resources and a lack of confidence on the part of the volunteer.

It is vitally necessary that prior to a center getting underway there be accurate
resource material for the volunteer. Those people involved in directing the center
must arrange for these resources. You don't need a long list. For example, you
don't need 89 doctors, maybe two three. But get these precisely lined up. There
will be some referral mistakes which cannot be covered up but they can be ironed out.
It may mean once in awhile the director has to consult the professional. Maybe the
professional feels he has been over-used or that a volunteer just dumped a client
off on him. ?.4E these things can be worked cut because the professional people
who agreed to be of service will be people who want to be helpful. If the service
becomes known as a place where the volunteers are making appropriate referrals
these prc-essional people will back you up.

We have twelve lawyers who are back-up resources for the Pueblo Suicide Preven-
tion Center. We used lawyers only five times during the year. If resources are
available even though they may not be used it is good to know that they are there.
I don't think the professionals will object if they haven't been used. it's best

to keep them from being over-worked and over It's always good to let your

resources know that you appreciate their availability. Send a little note, "Thanks
for just being available. We ray not use you for five years but it's go0 that you
are there. Thanks for being helpful to ui."

Keeping these points in mind should lead to a correct use of resources rather
than an abuse of them.

Megenity:
I would like to emphasize what Father Griglak stated by sayin3 that it is a

good idee fox the volunteers to sit and chat with one another about the refetral

list. As a ratter of fact, volunteers should almost mmorize where a particular
name appears so that they can spot it right away. And it is good to get to know
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what type of service a particular individual can offer,

Once you have volunteered to sit by that phone a number of times, you will begin
to develop a feeling as to whether or not you can handle a call or whether you need
some type of special help. It's essential for you to know what each person can offer.

The services on out. own campus are quite extensive. In fact, I think we use
every office from time to time. I believe the student health office has been used
quite frequently. The psychology department has about six or seven individuals who
have volunteered to talk to students at any time about their personal hang-ups. I

took a tally of the number of referrals two weeks ago. Of the seven people, four are
being used. One individual has: : ,_wen cases going; another person had four; I had
three; and the fourth person had one case. Although the person who has seven cases
was getting a little bit concerned about this, we are not really overloaded. Usually
college students kayo fairly moderate types of hang-ups and will utilize a staff
member for oily a short timemaybe one or two or attlia most five sessions. So the
nomber of cases mi'l fluctsate the passage of time.

I think our biggest difficulty in terms of abuse of resources has been the prob-
lem of thu volunteer not having enough confidence in his own ability to terminate
the call without referring to some back-up person. But this comes with experience.

There are various resources on the campus available to volunteers. For example,
financial help seems to be a problem for some callers. This is a simple problem to
identify, once you get thr,tigh the feelings o7' depression and defeat. Most campuses
have a person in charge of financial assistaue.e, so this resource is important to
note. We even include "library use" on our list. You might say, "Who would call
about services at the library?" But this Ilds happened a few times.

Tkis brings up another question about the list itself. How do you know what
services to include? Well, cciornon sense will tell you to include the Student Health
Service, counselors ani so forth. Your best source in terms of adding to the list
comes from the nature of the calls. If a source is not listed and it is requested
over the phone, the beat thing you can do is tell the caller you will find out as soon
as possible and call him back or ask him to call back. If you become completely
lost as to what to do, it is best to square with the caller, "I don't know. But let
me have some time and I'll see what I can do."

In conclusion, do get to know your list of resources and develop confidence in
your on capabilities.

Griglak:
I would like to comment on Dr. Megenity's statement that college students usually

have fairly moderate types of hang-up and that most Hele Anonymous calls will not
deal with extremely serious crisis situations. This factor certainly helps to allevi-
ate a burden that might be placed on our Suicide Prevention Center. We can use prob-
ably twenty-five more centers even in the city of Pueblo. What happens is that a
Help Anonymous center add another important dimension because this is a college town.
It's another branch of ccmmunication 'in the college communityanother service
offered which causes the students to say, "They're really interested in us; here are
people Tdio think enough of the students to try to help."
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